Abstract: Current advances in information, communications, data mining, and security technologies have gave rise to a new era of research, known as Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM). Privacy preserving data mining has become increasingly popular because it allows sharing of privacy Sensitive data for analysis purposes. Several data mining algorithms, incorporating privacy preserving mechanisms, have been developed that allow one to extract relevant knowledge from large amount of data, while hide sensitive data or information from disclosure or inference. Finally, we share directions for future research. We provide a review of the state-of-the-art methods for privacy and analyze the representative technique for privacy preserving data mining.
Introduction
Data mining aims to take out useful information from multiple sources, whereas privacy preservation in data mining aims to preserve these data against disclosure or loss. Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) [1, 2] is a new research direction in data mining and statistical databases [3] , where data mining algorithms are analyzed for the side effects they acquire in data privacy. The main consideration of the privacy preserving data mining is twofold. First, sensitive raw data like identifiers, name, addresses and the like should be modified out from the original database, in order for the recipient of the data not to be able to cooperation another person's privacy. Second, sensitive knowledge which can be mined from a database by using data mining algorithms should also be excluded, because such knowledge can equally well cooperation data privacy. The main purpose of privacy preserving data mining is to develop algorithms for modifying the original data in some way, so that the private data and the private knowledge stay private even after the mining process. In this paper, we provide a classification and description of the various techniques and methodologies. Agarwal and Srikant [3] and Lindell and Pinkas [4] introduced the first Privacy -preserving data mining algorithms which allow parties to collaborate in the extraction of knowledge, without any party having to reveal individual items or data. The goal of this paper is to give a review of the different dimension and classification of privacy preservation techniques used in privacy preserving data mining. Also aim is to give different data mining algorithms used in PPDM and related research in this field.
Privacy Preserving Techniques
The main objective of privacy preserving data mining is to develop data mining methods without increasing the risk of mishandling [5] of the data used to generate those methods. Most of the techniques use some form of alteration on the original data in order to attain the privacy preservation. The altered dataset is obtainable for mining and must meet privacy requirements without losing the [5] benefit of mining.
Randomization
Randomization technique is an inexpensive and efficient approach for privacy preserving data mining (PPDM). In order to assure the performance [7] of data mining and to preserve individual privacy, this randomization schemes need to be implemented. The randomization approach protects the customers' data by letting them arbitrarily alter their records before sharing them, taking away some true information and introducing some noise. Some methods in randomization are numerical randomization and item set randomization Noise can be introduced either by adding or multiplying random values to numerical records (Agrawal & Srikant, 2000) or by deleting real items and adding "fake" values to the set of attributes.
Anonymization
To protect individuals' identity when releasing sensitive information, data holders often encrypt or remove explicit identifiers, such as names and unique security numbers. However, unencrypted data provides no guarantee for anonymity. In order to preserve privacy, k-anonymity model has been proposed by Sweeney [5] which achieves kanonymity using generalization and suppression [5] , In Kanonymity, it is difficult for an imposter to decide the identity of the individuals in collection of data set containing personal information. Each release of data contains every combination of values of quasi-identifiers and that is indistinctly matched to at least k-1 respondents. Generalization involves replacing a value with a less specific (generalized) but semantically reliable value. For example, the age of the person could be generalized to a range such as youth, middle age and adult without specifying appropriately, so as to reduce the risk of identification. [5] Suppression involves reduce the exactness of applications and it does not liberate any information .By using this method it reduces the risk of detecting exact information.
Secure multi-party computation
A substitute approach based on the multiparty computation is that every part of private data is validly known to one or more parties. Revealing private data to parties such as by whom the Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY data is owned or the individual to whom the data refers to is not a condition of violating privacy. The problem arises when the private information is revealed to some other third parties.
To deal with this problem, we use a specialized form of privacy preserving distributed data mining. Parties that each knows some of the private data contribute in a protocol that generates the data mining results, [8] that guarantees no data items is revealed to other parties. Thus the process of data mining doesn't cause, or even increase the chance for breach of privacy.
Sequential pattern hiding
Sequential pattern hiding method is necessary to conceal sensitive patterns that can otherwise be extracted from published data, without critically affecting the data and the non sensitive interesting patterns. [9] Sequential pattern hiding is a challenging problem, because sequences have more composite semantics than item sets, and calls for efficient solutions that offer high utility. 
Privacy Preserving Data Mining Algorithm
The followings are some of the data mining algorithms that have been used for privacy preservation.
Association Rule Mining
The association rule mining problem can be formally stated as follows [10] : Let I = {i1, i2, ---, im} be a set of literals, I. Associated withcalled items. Let D be a set of transactions, where each transaction T is a set of items such that T each transaction is a unique identifier, called its TID. We say that a transaction T contains X, a set of some items in I, if Y holdsI, and X ∩ Y = φ. The rule X I, YY, where X T. 
Clustering
Clustering [11] is a data mining method that has not taken its real part in the works already quoted although, the most important algorithm of this method was very studied in the context of privacy preserving, which is k -means algorithm [12] . Surveying privacy preserving k -means clustering approaches apart from other privacy preserving data mining ones is important due to the use of this algorithm in important other areas, like image and signal processing where the problem of security is strongly posed [13] . Most of works in privacy preserving clustering are developed on the k-means algorithm by applying the model of secure multi-party computation on different distributions (vertically, horizontally and arbitrary partitioned data). Among the formulations of Partition clustering based on the minimization of an objective function, k-means algorithm is the most widely used and studied. Given a dataset D of n entities (objects, data points, items,…) in real p-dimension space Rp and an integer k. The k -means clustering algorithm partitions the dataset D of entities into k-disjoint subsets, called clusters. Each cluster is represented by its center which is the central id of all entities in that subset. The need to preserve privacy in k-means algorithm occurs when it is applied on distributed data over several sites, so called "parties" and that it wishes to do clustering on the union of their datasets. The aim is to prevent a party to see or deduce the data of another party during the execution of the algorithm. This is achieved by using secure multi-party computation that provides a formal model to preserve privacy of data.
Classification Data Mining
Classification is one of the most common applications found in the real world. The goal of classification is to build a model which can predict the value of one variable, based on the values of the other variables. For example, based on financial, criminal and travel data, one may want to classify passengers as security risks. In the financial sector, categorizing the credit risk of customers, as well as detecting fraudulent transactions is classification problems. Decision tree classification is one of the best known solution approaches. The decision tree in ID3 [14] is built top-down in a recursive fashion. In the first iteration it finds the attribute which best classifies the data considering the target class attribute. Once the attribute is identified in the given set of attributes algorithm creates a branch for each value. This process is continued until all the attributes are considered. In order to calculate which attribute is the best to classify the data set information gain is used. Information gain is defined as the expected reduction in entropy. Another most actively developed methodology in data mining is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification [15] . SVM has proven to be effective in many real-world applications [16] . Like other classifiers, the accuracy of an SVM classifier crucially depends on having access to the correct set of data. Data collected from different sites is useful in most cases, since it provides a better estimation of the population than the data collected at a single site. 
Bayesian Data Mining
Bayesian networks are a powerful data mining tool. A Bayesian network consists of two parts: the network structure and the network parameters. Bayesian networks can be used for many tasks, such as hypothesis testing and automated scientific discovery. A Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical model that encodes probabilistic relationships among variables of interest [17] . Formally, a Bayesian network for a set V of m variables is a pair (Bs, Bp). The network structure Bs = (V, E) is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are the set of variables. The parameters Bp describe local probability distributions associated with each variable. The graph Bs represents conditional independence assertions about variables in V: An edge between two nodes denotes direct probabilistic relationships between the corresponding variables. Together, Bs and Bp define the joint probability distribution for V.
Recent Technology

Genetic Algorithm
In Genetic Algorithms, a population consists of a group of individuals called chromosomes that represent a complete solution to a distinct dilemma. Every chromosome represents a sequence of 0s or 1s. The first set of the population is set of individuals that are randomly generated. There are two methods to generate new population: steady state Genetic Algorithm and generational Genetic Algorithm. The steadystate Genetic Algorithm replaces one or two members of the population; whereas the generational Genetic Algorithm replaces all of them at each generation of evolution. In this work a generational Genetic Algorithm is adopted as population replacement method. In this method tried to keep a certain number of the best individuals from each generation and copies them to the new generation.
Advantages  It provides a very high security of database as well as it keeps the utility and declaration of mined rules at highest level.
Here a new multi-objective method for hiding sensitive association rules based on the concept of genetic algorithms is used.
Disadvantages
 One big issue is the risk of information leakage and its confidence.  It emphasizes on alteration of original data in such a way that it would be impractical for the opponent to mine the sensitive rules from the modified data set.
Conclusions and Future Work
PPDM has recently emerged as a new field of study. As a new comer, PPDM may offer a wide application prospect but at the same time it also brings us many issues / problems to be answered. In this study, we conduct a comprehensive survey on 29 prior studies to find out the current status of PPDM development. We propose a generic PPDM framework and a simplified taxonomy to help understand the problem and explore possible research issues. We also examine the strengths and weaknesses of different privacy preserving techniques and summarize general principles from early research to guide the selection of PPDM algorithms. As part of future work, we plan to apply the proposed evaluation framework to formally test a complete spectrum of PPDM algorithms.
There are many future research directions for privacy preserving data mining. First, present studies tend to use different terminology to describe similar or related practice. For instance, people used data modification, data perturbation, data sanitation, data hiding, and preprocessing as possible methods for preserving privacy; however, all are in fact related to the use of some types of technique to modify original data so that private data and knowledge remain private even after the mining process. Lacking a common language for discussions will cause misunderstanding and slow down the research breakthrough. Therefore, there is an emerging need of standardizing the terminology and PPDM practice. Second, most prior PPDM algorithms were developed for use with data stored in a centralized database. However, in today's global digital environment, data is often stored in different sites. With recent advances in information and communication technologies, the distributed PPDM methodology may have a wider application, especially in medical, health care, banking, military and supply chain scenarios. Third, data hiding techniques have been the dominated methods for protecting privacy of individual information. However, those algorithms do not pay full attention to data mining results, which may lead to sensitive rules leakages. While some algorithms are designed for preserving the rule such as with sensitive information, it may degrade the accuracy of other non-sensitive rules. Thus, further investigation, focusing on combining data and rule hiding, may be beneficial, specifically, when taking into account the interactive impact of sensitive and non-sensitive rules. Fourth, although many machine learning methods have been used for classification, clustering, and other data mining tasks (e.g., diagnose, prediction, optimization), currently only the association rules method has been predominately used for classification. It would be interesting to see how to extend the current technique and practice into other problem domains or data mining tasks. Furthermore, it is important to find the privacy preserving technique that is independent of data mining task so that after applying privacy preserving technique a database can be released without being constrained to the original task. Finally, identifying suitable evaluation criteria and developing benchmarks for algorithm selection are two important aspects in PPDM research. A framework for evaluating selected association rule hiding algorithms has been proposed by Bertino [18] . Future research can consider testing the proposed evaluation framework for other privacy preservation algorithms, such as data distortion or ccryptography methods. 
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